IT Services

Julie Bell, Interim Director for Library Information Technology Services

- Marjorie Devlin
  Applications Developer II

- Vacant
  Applications Developer II

- Vacant
  Applications Developer II

- Vacant
  Systems Administrator

- Jeffrey Sheldon
  Systems Administrator

- Thomas Misilo
  Systems Administrator

- Renee Gates
  IT Support Coordinator

- Derek Cox
  IT Support Specialist II

- Colin McIver
  IT Support Specialist II
Vacant
Head, Content Development

Robert McCowen
Data Analyst

Tim Watts
Content Development Librarian

Jo Crawford
Content Development Librarian

Beth Turtle
Content Development Special Assistant
Metadata, Preservation & Acquisitions

Michelle Turvey-Welch
Head, Metadata, Preservation & Acquisitions

James Smith
Copy Cataloging Mngr.

Christina Geuther
Electronic Resource Lib.

Katie Lynn
Acquisitions Librarian

Mary Bailey
Continuing Resources Librarian

Margaret Corby
Metadata Librarian

Vacant
Metadata Librarian

Merry Bower
Metadata Librarian

Kathryn Talbot
Preservations Coord.

Alisha Rall
Library Associate

Raymond Deiser
Library Specialist

Carrie Roberts
Library Associate

Erica Foster
Library Associate

Katrina Beaudoin
Library Associate

Lynn Feldhausen
Library Assistant III

Dennis Ryan
Annex Collections Coord.

Christopher Rodriguez
Annex Assistant

Vacant
Annex Assistant